Influence of nuclear structure data on fission observables
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Abstract. The simulation of the de-excitation of nuclei requires some models and data in order to construct the nuclear level scheme and the associated transition intensities. The aim of this work is to focus on nuclear structure data used at low energy where electromagnetic transitions can be measured. The RIPL3 database linked to the FIFRELIN Monte Carlo code contains such data and their influence on fission observables is reviewed.

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to illustrate the influence of nuclear structure data on fission observables. To do that we consider a Monte Carlo simulation of the de-excitation of fission fragments by neutron/gamma/conversion electron emission. FIFRELIN [1,2] is a Monte Carlo code developed at CEA which offers this capability by relying on nuclear structure data at low excitations energies (level schemes and transition intensities for instance). Section 2 is a short description of the de-excitation process performed in the FIFRELIN code while Section 3 resumes the type of nuclear structure data used in the code. Section 4.1 highlights the role of the half-life of levels when comparing prompt gamma spectra measured in coincidence with fission fragments. The influence of a modification of the neutron separation energy is illustrated in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 deals with the influence of the delayed neutron emission probability and Section 4.4 shows the importance of an accurate knowledge of the level scheme.

2 Fission fragment de-excitation

The simulation of the de-excitation of fission fragments starts by the sampling of the mass A, the nuclear charge Z, the kinetic energy KE, the excitation energy E, the spin J and the parity π of an initial state. The three first characteristics are usually based on pre-neutron emission experimental data while the three last characteristics require some assumptions and models because of the scarce information available for excitation and spin-parity sharing between fragments right after scission. In FIFRELIN fission fragments excitation energy and spin are estimated by using a mass-dependent temperature ratio law RT(A) (involving two free parameters) and a spin cut-off parameter (involving one to two additional free parameters depending on the spin cut-off model). Another free parameter is used for the fragment moment of inertia which is set as a fraction of a spheroid rigid body. Once the initial states of a fragment pair (binary fission) are known, the de-excitation occurs. The de-excitation through neutron, gamma and conversion electrons is performed by using the notion of Nuclear Realization (NR) first established by Becvar [3] for radiative capture reactions and extended by Regnier et al. [4] to neutron/gamma/electron coupled emission from an excited nucleus (here a fission fragment). A nuclear realization of the level scheme of a nucleus consists in the knowledge of the complete level scheme and the partial widths allowing the decay of a level to another one. Porter-Thomas fluctuations of partial widths are naturally accounted for in such a process as described in [4]. Such a scheme allows the estimation of a statistical uncertainty as well as an uncertainty due to the bad knowledge of nuclear structure. Indeed, the estimation of an average quantity fluctuates from a NR to another NR simply due to the statistical nature of a NR. Finally, the five free parameters discussed above are used to reproduce a fission target (e.g. the average total prompt neutron multiplicity $\bar{n}$).

3 Nuclear structure data

Different nuclear structure data are used for the simulation of the de-excitation of fission fragments. In FIFRELIN, these data are provided by the RIPL3 database [5]. A new release has been delivered in August 2015 [6]. In addition,
the knowledge of nuclear masses, provided by AME2012 [7,8], is required e.g. for the calculation of the fission fragment kinetic energy after neutron emission. These data are consistent with the neutron separation energy provided in RIPL3-2015. Differences between this release and the previous one have an impact on the estimation of fission observables. The main data accounted for in FIFRELIN are summarized hereafter:

– neutron separation energy \( S_n \);
– number of levels;
– energy of the last level below which the scheme is supposed to be complete (at least the energy of the levels inside the scheme are known but their spin and parity can be unassigned);
– energy of the levels;
– spin and parity of the levels (they are sampled if not given);
– number of transitions;
– decay branching ratio;
– half-life \( T_{1/2} \);
– gamma intensities \( I_{\gamma} \rightarrow I_{\gamma} \);
– Internal Conversion Coefficient ICC.

These data allow the simulation of the low energy part of the cascade by emission of gamma-rays and conversion electrons (number and energy of gamma and conversion electrons). In addition, if a level has a \( \beta^+ n \) emission probability an estimation of the average number of delayed neutrons can be performed (in fact the cumulative yields must be calculated as it will be explained in Sect. 4.3).

For instance in RIPL3-2015, the \(^{88}\)Br neutron separation energy \( S_n \) is roughly equal to 4.896 MeV. There are 9 known levels and 14 transitions. Only the ground state is fully known (energy \( E \), spin \( J \), parity \( \pi \), half-life \( T_{1/2} \)) and the 8 additional levels have unassigned spin/parity. In that case FIFRELIN samples \( J^\pi \) from theoretical laws. By default positive and negative parities are supposed to be equally likely and spin is sampled, following the work of Bethe [9,10], from a distribution accounting for a spin cut-off parameter. At high energy this parameter follows a Fermi gas model and at low energy where the level density is in agreement with the discrete level scheme, a discrete spin cut-off parameter is used as proposed in [11].

4 Influence of nuclear structure data on fission observables

The prompt fission gamma spectrum (PFGS) calculated by FIFRELIN in the case of the spontaneous fission of \(^{252}\)Cf is in good agreement with experimental values [12] but even if the shape is well reproduced, the average multiplicity is higher by roughly 10%. As shown in Figure 1 roughly half of the calculated low-energy gamma spectrum is purely calculated from level density and photon strength function models while the other half comes from gamma intensities provided in the database. Several explanations for this overestimation can be presented:

– bad or missing spin assignment;
– missing half-lives (some states could be nano-second isomers or micro-second isomers);
– incorrect gamma-ray intensities;
– incorrect conversion coefficients;
– bad level densities;
– bad photon strength functions.

4.1 Influence of the half-life

The influence of the half-life is exemplified in Figure 2 between 50 and 300 keV and in Figure 3 between 500 and 700 keV. Almost all the transitions are of the order of few nanoseconds between 125 and 280 keV while between 550 and 700 keV longer half-lives seem to be responsible of the spectral curve (1 \( \mu s \) transitions are far from 5 ns transitions). In correlation with the gamma energy of these transitions, these longer half-life transitions (more than few nanoseconds) seem to be emitted by nuclei in the mass range \( A = [130, 145] \) and in a lesser extend \( A = [90, 105] \) (Fig. 4).

4.2 Influence of the neutron separation energy \( S_n \)

Table 1 provides different nuclei for which the neutron separation energy has changed since the last release of the RIPL3 database. The influence of a modification
Sn is exemplified on the thermal neutron induced binary fission of $^{235}$U leading to the $^{102}$Y+$^{134}$I fragment pair. In the case of $^{102}$Y, the Sn value is lowered by almost 900 keV in the present release of RIPL3-2015. This leads to an increase of about 10% of the average neutron multiplicity as well as the gamma multiplicity. In the same time, the conversion electron multiplicity of the fragment pair is increased by 60%. Nevertheless the example of $^{102}$Y is an extreme case: almost all levels of this odd-odd neutron rich nucleus have unknown spin-parities. Not only Sn has changed and for instance a level ($T_{1/2} = 360$ ms) having an uncertain energy assignment in RIPL3-2009 was set to 200 keV in RIPL3-2015 (Tab. 2).

### 4.3 Influence of the delayed neutron emission probability $P_n$

There were no $P_n$ values for $^{88}$Br, $^{86}$Rb, $^{86}$As in RIPL3-2009 release leading to a strong underestimation of the delayed neutron fraction. It is now corrected in the new release since 2015. In FIFRELIN, we can calculate without additional cost the number of delayed neutron that will be emitted at the end of the prompt de-excitation cascade. This is allowed by the fact that the database provides the $\beta^-$ probabilities. Note that this is not exactly the true delayed neutron fraction $\nu_d$ but a related parameter that we will write $\nu_d'$ because it takes into account the independent fission fragment yields calculated during the prompt cascade and not the cumulative yields. This parameter cannot be compared to experimental values but the influence of the $P_n$ values can be highlighted here in the case of $^{235}$U(n,f) and $^{237}$Np(n,f) reactions where an increase of 15% can be observed (see Tab. 3).

The uncertainty of $\sim 15 \times 10^{-5}$ quoted in Table 3 is statistical. For this observable ($\nu_d'$), the present simulation leads to a 3 times higher uncertainty due to fluctuating NRs ($\sim 40 \times 10^{-5}$).

### Table 1. Sn differences from RIPL3-2009 to RIPL3-2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>$\Delta S_n$ (MeV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>-0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>-0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>-0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>-0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>-6.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>-0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Influence of Sn on average multiplicities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RIPL3-2009</th>
<th>RIPL3-2015</th>
<th>$\Delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{(102)Y}$</td>
<td>1.437(3)</td>
<td>1.579(3)</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_y^{(102)Y}$</td>
<td>4.93(2)</td>
<td>5.39(2)</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_e^{(102)Y+134}I$</td>
<td>0.95(1)</td>
<td>1.52(1)</td>
<td>+60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Delayed neutron fraction for thermal fission of $^{235}$U and 800 keV neutron induced fission of $^{237}$Np.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$^{235}$U(n$_{th}$,f) $(10^{-3})$</th>
<th>$^{237}$Np(n,f) $(10^{-3})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIFRELIN w/RIPL3-2009</td>
<td>1521 ± 13</td>
<td>926 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFRELIN w/RIPL3-2015</td>
<td>1730 ± 13</td>
<td>1083 ± 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The last example highlights the need for an update of nuclear level schemes. As previously mentioned, the low energy part of the scheme is provided by nuclear structure experiments while it is completed at higher energy by level density models. A good level density leads to a good feeding of low energy levels and constitutes a constraint of the models. Among other, $^{92}$Kr has a modified level scheme in RIPL3-2015 compared to the previous release. This kind of update is crucial for comparing fission gamma spectra but could be undetectable in a global fission spectrum without fission fragment selection. Such a selection can be performed through the analysis of triple coincidences ($\gamma - \gamma - \gamma$ cubes) [13]. Experimental data come from the EXILL campaign [14] involving a large array of sixteen HPGe detectors placed at the end of the PF1B cold neutron guide at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble. It included eight EXOGAM clovers, two smaller clovers from LOHENGRIN and six large efficiency detectors from GASP. We have focused the analysis on $^{92}$Kr because in the $^{235}$U(n$_{th}$,f) reaction, its complementary partner after neutron emission is $^{142}$Ba. This latest nucleus has a high production yield and its level scheme is complete up to 1.848 MeV with 38 levels known up to 5.284 MeV. When two strong transitions are selected (one per complementary partner), the rest of the cascade in $^{92}$Kr can be reconstructed. Nuclear level scheme and gamma transitions of $^{92}$Kr are shown for the $^{235}$U(n$_{th}$,f) reaction in Figures 5–7. The cut-off energy provided by RIPL3-2015 for $^{92}$Kr is 2.35 MeV corresponding to the 14th level. 29 additional levels are partially known (at least the position in energy is known but the spin/parity is sometimes missing and must be completed). Figure 5 corresponds to the experimental data analyzed and already reported in [13]. Figure 6 shows the calculated gamma cascade associated to the reconstructed level scheme (coming from RIPL3-2009 for the most part at low energy). With this release of the database, the intensities of the two $4^+ \rightarrow 2^+$ transitions at 1297.1 and 1034.9 keV are reversed compared to EXILL data. By using RIPL3-2015 database and completing the level scheme with FIFRELIN (Fig. 7) the situation, while not perfect, is a step forward. Remember that the goal of the calculation is to reproduce the average prompt neutron multiplicity $\bar{n}$ and to predict over fission observables. In this way, the calculation scheme is not...
tuned to reproduce the specific cascade of $^{92}\text{Kr}$. Reproducing the cascade (in addition of $\beta$) is simply an additional constraint for the model. If the lower part of the level scheme is known with better accuracy (in the new release of the database) then the model parameters that drive the initial fission fragment spin can be better inferred. Practically in this work it is clear that the overfeeding of high spin states in the current calculation scheme of FIFRELIN (initial spin cut-off models) leads to high intensities in transitions at 688 and 849.3 keV. This was already observed for other nuclei by using the previous release of the database as reported in [15] related to isomeric yields.

5 Conclusion

We have shown the influence of nuclear structure data on several fission observables. The simulation of the de-excitation of fission fragments is strongly dependent on these data specially at low energies, roughly below 1 MeV, within the discrete energy level region. The impact can be seen on global observables such as average gamma multiplicities and spectra but also on delayed neutron multiplicity due to lack of knowledge in neutron emission probabilities or missing $\beta$, $\gamma$ intensities. The latter topic can be investigated through total absorption $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy performed with large 4\pi scintillation detectors as it has been done recently for some fission products [16].
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